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importance to discover a possible way of determining values
for the unconscious.   If we wish to carry out the energic
view-point for psychic phenomena, it is necessary to bear in
mind the extremely important fact that conscious values can
apparently disappear without showing themselves  again
in a correspondingly valued conscious effort.   In such a case
we should theoretically expect their appearance in the un-
conscious. But since the unconscious is not directly accessible
either in ourselves or in others, the evaluation can only be
an indirect one, that is, we must employ auxiliary methods in
order to arrive at our estimates of value.    In  subjective
evaluation feeling and insight are of immediate assistance,
because feeling is a function that has been developing through
an inconceivably long period of time, and has become most
finely differentiated.   Even the child practises very early
the differentiation of its scale of values;  it weighs in the
balance whether it likes father or mother better, who comes
in the second or third place, who is most hated, etc.   This
conscious set of values not only fails to cover the manifesta-
tions of the unconscious, it is actually twisted round' in
the most conspicuous sort of falsification, which is described
as the  ' repression'   or   * displacement   of   the   affect *.
Subjective estimation *of value is, then, completely excluded
in regard to the discovery of unconscious value-intensities.
Therefore we need an objective point of departure that will
make an indirect, but objective, evaluation possible.
2.   The Objective Measure of Quantity
In the study of the phenomena of association I have shown
that there are certain groupings of psychic elements about
emotionally-toned contents, which have been called complexes.
found in the unconscious, There is much material illustrative of this
in the writings of Freud and Adler, also in Jung's Psychology of
Dementia Pracox. The theoretical view is given in Jung's Collected
Papers, pp. 278 f. On psychical compensation in its general
significance, see A. Maeder, Regulation psychigue et Ouerison (Arch,
Suisses de Neur. et de P$ych,t voL xvi).

